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EVOLUTION
Correction for “Genome sequences of the human body louse and
its primary endosymbiont provide insights into the permanent
parasitic lifestyle,” by Ewen F. Kirkness, Brian J. Haas, Weilin
Sun, Henk R. Braig, M. Alejandra Perotti, John M. Clark, Si
Hyeock Lee, Hugh M. Robertson, Ryan C. Kennedy, Eran
Elhaik, Daniel Gerlach, Evgenia V. Kriventseva, Christine
G. Elsik, Dan Graur, Catherine A. Hill, Jan A. Veenstra, Brian
Walenz, José Manuel C. Tubío, José M. C. Ribeiro, Julio Rozas,
J. Spencer Johnston, Justin T. Reese, Aleksandar Popadic, Marta
Tojo, Didier Raoult, David L. Reed, Yoshinori Tomoyasu, Emily
Krause, Omprakash Mittapalli, Venu M. Margam, Hong-Mei Li,
Jason M. Meyer, Reed M. Johnson, Jeanne Romero-Severson,
Janice Pagel VanZee, David Alvarez-Ponce, Filipe G. Vieira,
Montserrat Aguadé, Sara Guirao-Rico, Juan M. Anzola, Kyong
S. Yoon, Joseph P. Strycharz, Maria F. Unger, Scott Christley,
Neil F. Lobo, Manfredo J. Seufferheld, NaiKuan Wang, Gregory
A. Dasch, Claudio J. Struchiner, Greg Madey, Linda I. Hannick,
Shelby Bidwell, Vinita Joardar, Elisabet Caler, Renfu Shao,
Stephen C. Barker, Stephen Cameron, Robert V. Bruggner,
Allison Regier, Justin Johnson, Lakshmi Viswanathan, Terry
R. Utterback, Granger G. Sutton, Daniel Lawson, Robert M.
Waterhouse, J. Craig Venter, Robert L. Strausberg, May R.
Berenbaum, Frank H. Collins, Evgeny M. Zdobnov, and Barry
R. Pittendrigh, which appeared in issue 27, July 6, 2010, of Proc
Natl Acad Sci USA (107:12168–12173; first published June 21,
2010; 10.1073/pnas.1003379107).
The authors note that the author name Emily Krause should

have appeared as Emily Kraus. The corrected author line
appears below. The online version has been corrected.
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PHYSICS
Correction for “Formation of a crystal nucleus from liquid,” by
Takeshi Kawasaki and Hajime Tanaka, which appeared in issue
32, August 10, 2010, of Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (107:14036–
14041; first published July 27, 2010; 10.1073/pnas.1001040107).
The authors note that Fig. 6 appeared incorrectly. The cor-

rected figure and its legend appear below. This error does not
affect the conclusions of the article.

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1104042108

Fig. 6. Crystal nucleation dynamics. (A) Temporal change of the number of
crystal nuclei for a system of N = 4,096 (SI Text). From the rate of the increase
in the number of crystal nuclei, we estimated the crystal nucleation fre-
quency I. The numbers in the figure indicate the volume fraction ϕ. (B) The
volume fraction ϕ dependence of the reduced crystal nucleation frequency Ir
for our work, the numerical estimate by Auer and Frenkel (15), and the
experimental work by Sinn et al. (17). Curves are guides to the eye. We also
show the results for three different system sizes (N = 1,024, 4,096, and
16,834), which indicate few finite size effects for N ≥ 4,096. Here we use the
volume fraction ϕ estimated with σeff = 1.0953σ. Here BD stands for Brown-
ian Dynamics simulations of the WCA system and HS stands for event-driven
Molecular Dynamics simulations of the hard sphere system.
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MEDICAL SCIENCES, CHEMISTRY
Correction for “Multistage nanoparticle delivery system for deep
penetration into tumor tissue,” by Cliff Wong, Triantafyllos
Stylianopoulos, Jian Cui, John Martin, Vikash P. Chauhan, Wen
Jiang, Zoran Popovi�c, Rakesh K. Jain, Moungi G. Bawendi, and
Dai Fukumura, which appeared in issue 6, February 8, 2011 of

Proc Natl Acad Sci USA (108:2426–2431; first published January
18, 2011; 10.1073/pnas.1018382108).
The authors note that Fig. 2 and its corresponding legend ap-

peared incorrectly. This error does not affect the conclusions of the
article. The correctedfigure and its corrected legend appearbelow.
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Fig. 2. QDGelNP physical and in vitro characterization. (A) Epifluorescence image of QDGelNPs on a silicon substrate at 100×magnification. (Scale bar: 5 μm.)
(B) DLS distribution of QDGelNP on day 1 and day 48 after synthesis and storage at 4 °C. (C) SEM image of QDGelNPs at 15,000× magnification. (Scale bar: 1
μm.) (C Inset) SEM image of individual QDGelNP at 35,000× magnification. (Scale bar: 100 nm.) (D) Histogram of QDGelNPs’ size distribution from image
analysis of SEM image. (E and F) Kinetics of MMP-2–induced QD release from QDGelNPs. (E) QD-release curve from incubation of 0.1 mg of QDGelNPs with
230 ng (0.16 μM) of MMP-2. (F) QD release from incubation of 0.1 mg of QDGelNPs for 12 h with varying amounts of MMP-2. (G and H) FCS cross-correlograms
of QDGelNPs before (G) and after (H) incubation with MMP-2.
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Contributed by May R. Berenbaum, April 14, 2010 (sent for review February 10, 2010)

As an obligatory parasite of humans, the body louse (Pediculus
humanus humanus) is an important vector for human diseases, in-
cluding epidemic typhus, relapsing fever, and trench fever. Here,
we present genome sequences of the body louse and its primary
bacterial endosymbiont Candidatus Riesia pediculicola. The body
louse has the smallest known insect genome, spanning 108 Mb.
Despite its status as an obligate parasite, it retains a remarkably
complete basal insect repertoire of 10,773 protein-coding genes
and 57 microRNAs. Representing hemimetabolous insects, the ge-
nome of the body louse thus provides a reference for studies of
holometabolous insects. Compared with other insect genomes, the
body louse genome contains significantly fewer genes associated
with environmental sensing and response, including odorant and
gustatory receptors and detoxifying enzymes. The unique architec-
ture of the 18 minicircular mitochondrial chromosomes of the body
louse may be linked to the loss of the gene encoding the mitochon-
drial single-stranded DNA binding protein. The genome of the
obligatory louse endosymbiont Candidatus Riesia pediculicola en-
codes less than 600 genes on a short, linear chromosome and a cir-
cular plasmid. The plasmid harbors a unique arrangement of genes
required for the synthesis of pantothenate, an essential vitamin
deficient in the louse diet. The human body louse, its primary en-
dosymbiont, and the bacterial pathogens that it vectors all possess
genomes reduced in size compared with their free-living close rel-
atives. Thus, the body louse genome project offers unique informa-
tion and tools to use in advancing understanding of coevolution
among vectors, symbionts, and pathogens.
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Like their primate relatives, humans have had a long evolutionary
association with parasitic sucking lice. Contact between sucking

lice and primate hosts dates back at least 25 million years (1).
Chimpanzee lice (Pediculus schaeffi) and human lice (Pediculus
humanus) diverged from their common ancestors, as did chimpan-
zees (Pan troglodytes) and humans (Homo sapiens), 5–7million years
ago (2, 3). The two subspecies—the human body louse (Pediculus
humanus humanus L.) and the head louse (P. h. capitis DG.)—are
closely related obligate parasites that feed exclusively on human
blood. Body lice likely evolved from head louse ancestors when
humans began to wear clothing, which is required for egg deposition
by body lice (4).
P. h. humanus has been of tremendous medical and social

importance throughout human history. Of the two forms, only
the body louse has been implicated as a vector of human disease
and is the principal vector of epidemic typhus (Rickettsia pro-
wazekii), relapsing fever (Borrelia recurrentis), and trench fever
(Bartonella quintana) (5–9). In the United States as well as the
rest of the world, body lice are primarily a concern in transient
homeless populations, whereas head lice tend to infest pop-
ulations of elementary school-aged children. Historically, epi-
demic typhus has been responsible for massive mortality in
wartime (9); in contemporary times, major outbreaks of epidemic
typhus are found primarily among refugees [e.g., in Burundi in
1996 (8)], but sporadic cases have also been observed in general
populations in Russia (10), Peru, Algeria, and France (11).
Like all hematophagous lice, body lice depend on obligate

endosymbionts to supplement their nutritionally deficient blood
diet (12). The primary endosymbiont of P. h. humanus has been
given the provisional name Candidatus Riesia pediculicola (13)
(hereafter, Riesia). The body louse maintains organs called
mycetomes that house the primary endosymbiont, except during
passage to the ovaries for transovarial transmission (14). The
tripartite interdependency of this bacterial endosymbiont, its
body louse host, and the human host of the body louse seems to
have coevolved over several million years (15).
Here, we present the genome sequences of the body louse and

its coevolved primary endosymbiont. This genome, the smallest
known insect genome, encodes a remarkably complete gene
repertoire and thus, provides a robust phylogenetic outgroup for
understanding the evolution of holometabolous insects. The
striking reduction in genome size is particularly notable in gene
families associated with environmental sensing and response;
this reduction befits a monophagous permanent parasite with
a substantially reduced need to seek out food sources and detect
and avoid enemies relative to free-living species.

Results and Discussion
Genome Features. Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation. The
genome of the body louse was sequenced to 8.5× average cov-
erage using a whole genome shotgun approach with 1.3 million
paired-end reads from plasmid libraries. The assembled contigs
and scaffolds, spanning 108 Mb and 110 Mb, respectively, con-
firmed previous estimates based on flow cytometry data (103–109
Mb) that the body louse has the smallest known genome size of
any insect (16, 17). The 300 longest scaffolds span more than
95% of the assembled genome sequence (scaffold N50 size of
488 kb). A range of automated and manual methods (18) yielded
10 tentative superscaffolds of up to 9 Mb each, spanning a total
of 49 Mb. This effort provided large chromosomal segments,
which were close to continuous, with only a few remaining clone
gaps, usually involving simple-sequence gene deserts.
The remarkable compactness of the genome greatly facilitated

accurate gene annotation. Predictions usingmultiple gene-modeling
approaches resulted in consensus annotation (Table 1) of 10,773
protein-coding genes, 161 transfer ribonucleic acids (tRNAs) for all
20 amino acids, and 57 microRNAs (Table S1A). Comparing pre-
dicted protein lengths with theirDrosophila melanogaster orthologs
(the best experimentally studied insect that drives comparative
gene annotation) revealed greater consistency with body louse
genes (concordance= 0.91; identical withAnopheles gambiae) than
with the honey bee Apis mellifera (concordance = 0.89) or the red
flour beetle Tribolium castaneum (concordance = 0.88), despite
greater evolutionary divergence (Fig. S1A).
GC content. Compared with other sequenced insect genomes, the
body louse genome has the highest abundance of small homo-
geneous GC-content domains (7–30 kb with GC content between
18% and 63%). The average GC content of the P. h. humanus
genome is 28%, which is similar to that of the A. mellifera ge-
nome (33%), making these two genomes unusually AT-rich.
However, the A. mellifera genome harbors more extremes. Only
77% of homogeneous domains have a GC content between 20%
and 60% in A. mellifera compared with 94% in P. h. humanus,
which is more similar in this respect to the genome of T. casta-
neum (99%) (Fig. S2 A and B).
Telomeres. Unlike A. mellifera telomeres (19), none of the body
louse telomeres appeared to be assembled completely at the
ends of long superscaffolds. Therefore, we sought candidate
telomere sequences with the strategy used for T. castaneum (20).
The body louse is diploid, and it has a haploid complement of
five metacentric chromosomes and one telocentric chromosome
for a total of 11 putative telomeres (21). Although we were
unable to reconstruct an entire telomere because of its highly
repetitive nature, we identified a long subtelomeric repeat region
that was partially assembled on at least 9 of 11 putative telo-

Table 1. Summary of the genome features of Pediculus humanus humanus compared with Drosophila melanogaster

Genome feature Count Nucleotides (Mb) Genome fraction (%)

P. h. humanus (D. melanogaster) 6 chromosomes (4 chromosomes) 110 (169) 100 (100)
Gene-rich clusters* containing 95% of genes 1,110 (1,130) 55 (70) 50 (41)
Protein-coding genes
Total [multi-exon] 10,773, [10,424]; (13,794, [11,458]) 33.8 (82.6) 31 (49)
Coding exons 69,261 (54,606) 16.6 (22.3) 15 (13)
Introns 58,522 (44,698) 17.2 (48.6) 15 (29)

Non–protein-coding genes
tRNAs 161 (292) 0.012 (0.022) <1
miRNAs 57 (90) 0.005 (0.008) <1

Transposable elements 3,558 (9,409) 1.1 (11.6) 1 (7)
Tandem repeats 130,608 (25,904) 6.9 (6.1) 6 (4)

D. melanogaster values were obtained from FlyBase release 5.23 with the same parameters used to obtain, parse, and count the P. h. humanus genome.
The more numerous body louse exons and introns suggest intron loss in D. melanogaster but with an increase in their sizes.
*Supporting documentation is in Fig. S4F.
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meres between unique flanking DNA and telomeric TTAGG
repeats. This subtelomeric region consists of various satellite-like
repeats in addition to pseudogenes and simple sequences, and it
varies considerably in length. The TTAGG repeats commonly
contain sequence associated repeat telomeric (SART)-like ret-
rotransposons, which are also characteristic of the telomeres
from T. castaneum and Bombyx mori (domestic silkworm). This
combination might represent the basal insect situation. If so, the
simple TTAGG telomeres of A. mellifera would represent a de-
rived condition in which most retrotransposons have been lost
rather than the ancestral condition (19). Alternatively, insect
telomeres may have repeatedly been invaded as a safe harbor by
non-LTR retrotransposons of the R-element family that belongs
to the SART group (20).
Transposable elements. Both class I and class II mobile elements
are present in the genome of P. h. humanus, yet they represent
only 1% of the genome (Table S1B), which is markedly lower
than any sequenced insect genome. Interestingly, the body louse
genome size is near the hypothesized 100 Mb critical threshold at
which transposable elements can be established in eukaryote
genomes (22).
Mitochondrial genome. The mitochondrial genome of P. h. humanus
contains the full complement of 37 genes organized in an unusual
architecture of 18 minicircular chromosomes (23). It is possible that
multiple minicircular chromosomes promote recombination between
genes on different chromosomes. Indeed, there is evidence in the ge-
nome sequence data for at least two chimeric minicircular chro-
mosomes that have arisen from such recombination (Fig. S1B).
Of 305 mitochondrial-targeted, nuclear-encoded genes known

inD.melanogaster, 282 have louse orthologs. This finding suggests
that the basic mitochondrial functions (e.g., oxidative phosphor-
ylation, membrane transport, and protein synthesis) are un-
impeded by the reorganized mitochondrial genome. The body
louse genome revealed the apparent loss of the mitochondrial
single-stranded binding protein (mtSSB), a factor required for
optimal initiation and processivity during mitochondrial genome
replication in both insects and mammals (24, 25). In the absence
of mtSSB, complete replication of a full-sized mitochondrial ge-
nome may not be possible (25); the loss of mtSSB function in
D. melanogaster is lethal at the late third instar/pupal stages be-
cause of a loss of mtDNA content (26). It is not yet known if the
mtSSB function can be replaced by an endosymbiont homolog or
if the multiple minicircles render the mtSSB unnecessary.

Endosymbiont Genome. Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation.
Like many other sucking lice (Anoplura, Rhyncophthirina), the
body louse has mycetomes that harbor the primary endosymbi-
otic bacteria (p-endosymbionts). The genome of the Pediculus
symbiont, Riesia, was sequenced to an average coverage of 50×
and is composed of a single linear chromosome of at least
574,526 bp with palindromic termini and a single circular plas-
mid of 7,628 bp. The chromosome contains 557ORFs, 33 tRNAs,
6 ribosomal RNAs, and 1 other structural RNA.
Comparisons with other endosymbionts. We compared the genome of
Riesia with the genomes of other endosymbionts and the in-
fectious plague pathogen Yersinia pestis (Fig. S3). This genome-
wide sequence comparison revealed a core of 237 genes common
to all bacteria examined; only 24 genes were unique to Riesia, and
30 genes were present in all except Riesia (Table S2 A and B).
Several genes unique to Riesia code for transport and binding
proteins as well as for enzymes involved in lipopolysaccharide
biosynthesis. Conversely, the enzymes missing from Riesia are
mainly exonucleases, which are required for conjugation, and
enzymes involved in energy metabolism. The Riesia-specific
transport and binding proteins and the lack of energy metabolism
genes may reflect the dependence of Riesia on its louse host for
nutrients. Lipopolysaccharides might be important for cell-wall

stability when Riesia migrate extracellularly through the louse to
reach filial mycetomes in the ovaries (14) (Table S2B).
Riesia is required by lice for the production of pantothenic

acid (vitamin B5). Without Riesia, nymphs die during their first
molt (27). Surprisingly, the genes for three key enzymes in
the synthesis of pantothenic acid, panB, panC, and panE, are
missing from the linear chromosome of Riesia. These genes are,
instead, found together on the plasmid. Similar cases are known
from evolutionarily more ancient endosymbionts (e.g., Buchnera)
in which essential genes are also extrachromosomal (28). Having
these genes on a multicopy plasmid could represent a mechanism
that reduces the risk of genome degradation and increases ex-
pression levels to secure synthesis of pantothenic acid at required
amounts. Interestingly, there is preliminary evidence that endo-
symbiont replacement may be commonplace in sucking lice (29),
possibly facilitated by the acquisition of plasmids that harbor
genes essential to the host.
Nakabachi et al. (30) proposed that integration of essential

genes from the p-endosymbiont into the host genome might be an
important mechanism for the host to overcome the consequences
of genome degradation of its endosymbiont. Riesia in the human
body louse and Buchnera in the pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum)
represent cases where the genomes of both symbiotic partners are
available to test this hypothesis. The body louse genome does not
appear to contain any genes of prokaryotic origin, suggesting the
absence of transfers fromRiesia. In the pea aphid, there is also no
gene transfer from the endosymbiont, but there is evidence of
gene transfer from other bacteria (31).
The dramatic reduction in genome size and high AT bias

suggest a long association between Riesia and its host insect, and
like some other ancient gammaproteobacterial symbiotic asso-
ciations, the Riesia genome is free of mobile elements. However,
Riesia’s association with its host is only 13–25 million years old,
making Riesia one of the youngest known endosymbionts (31).

Comparative Genomics. Hemimetabolous outgroup. The human body
louse is among the first sequenced representatives of hemi-
metabolous insects (32), a group distinguished by progressive
intermediate development as nymphal instars rather than larva–
pupa–adult transformations. The louse genome is, therefore, an
important outgroup reference for comparative analyses of se-
quenced holometabolous insects (Fig. 1A). The complete meta-
morphosis of holometabolous insects is a highly successful
evolutionary strategy, whereby larvae and adults can take ad-
vantage of different ecological niches. The molecular innova-
tions that have contributed to the success of holometabolous
insects can now be viewed in the context of a hemimetabolous
outgroup genome sequence that is largely complete.
In addition to being the smallest genome of any insect studied

to date, the body louse genome is, as far as can be determined,
functionally complete. Of 10,773 body louse protein-coding
genes, 90% share homology to genes known in other species,
enabling orthology delineation for 80% of louse genes (33). This
level is comparable with results from initial analyses from A.
mellifera (34) and T. castaneum (20). The phylogenetic tree
reconstructed using single-copy orthologs (Fig. 1A) confirms the
basal position of Hemimetabola compared with Holometabola
within Insecta. This suggests an average rate of molecular evo-
lution in the lineage of lice that is comparable with that of Hy-
menoptera and Coleoptera.
Microsynteny analysis (35) between genomes of the body louse

and hymenopteran honey bee A. mellifera or Nasonia parasitoid
wasp species suggests that about 20% of single-copy orthologs are
retained in their ancestral arrangements (Table S3A). This per-
centage is similar to microsynteny conservation levels between A.
mellifera (Hymenoptera) and T. castaneum (Coleoptera), and it is
substantially greater than their conservation with dipterans
(<15%) (36), highlighting the derived state of Diptera.
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Ancestral insect gene repertoire. Contrary to the expectations of re-
ductive evolution common in obligate parasites, the body louse has
retained a remarkably complete repertoire of both protein-coding
and non–protein-coding genes (Table 1). The distribution of
orthologous genes across four representative insect species (Fig. 1 B
and C) shows that Hymenoptera and Coleoptera share more
orthologs with the body louse than they do with the fruit fly D. mel-
anogaster. Relative to the well-studied D. melanogaster model, the
louse genome may be used as a robust outgroup to Holometabola.
Examining microRNA gene families shared among crusta-

ceans and insects revealed that mir-315, mir-283, mir-33, and
mir-29 were lost from the body louse genome (37) (Table S1A

and Fig. S4 A–D) (mir-iab-4 and mir-46 have been found in the
trace archive). Because all true lice are wingless, it is intriguing to
note that mir-315 has been identified as a potent activator of
wingless signaling in D. melanogaster (38).

Evolution of Gene Families in Relation to the Life History of the Body
Louse. The body louse has maintained many genes important for
basic physiological processes, losing only a few of these roles to its
endosymbiont Riesia. Because the expansion and contraction of
gene families may indicate functional adaptation and evolution,
we compared the body louse gene repertoire with those of the
honey bee and red flour beetle. Comparisons were made both at
the level of protein families, which could be generally definedusing
InterPro domain signatures (Table S3 B–D), and at a finer scale at
the level of orthologous groups of genes (Fig. S4E).Onboth scales,
the body louse genome seems to have several gene families with
fewer members than those found in other invertebrates.

Fewer Genes Are Associated with Environmental Sensing and Response.
G protein-coupled receptors.With 104 nonsensory G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) and 3 opsins (visual receptors) (Table S4),
P. h. humanus has the smallest repertoire of GPCRs identified
in any sequenced insect genome to date (20, 34, 39–41). The
louse genome has orthologs for ∼80% of nonsensory GPCRs
identified inD. melanogaster. These GPCRs seemingly represent
a minimal suite of receptors needed to maintain conserved GPCR-
mediated signaling pathways common to diverse insect taxa (42). The
relatively small number of louse opsins likely reflects its simple visu-
al system. Moreover, the body louse lacks a putative short (blue)-
wavelength sensitive opsin typically found in other insects (43),
a feature that might have evolved during its adaptation to the obli-
gate parasitic lifestyle.
Odorant-, gustatory-, and chemosensory-related genes. The genome
sequence revealed just 10 odorant receptor (Or) genes, fewer
than any other insect examined to date by almost an order of
magnitude. The gustatory receptor (Gr) family is comparably
small with just six loci encoding eight proteins through alterna-
tive splicing of the N terminus of one locus. There are no
orthologs of the otherwise highly conserved carbon dioxide
heterodimer Gr receptors (40, 41, 44, 45) or the putative sugar
receptors (46, 47). P. h. humanus contains five and seven putative
functional odorant-binding proteins (OBPs) and chemosensory
proteins (CSPs), respectively (Table S4), and this number is
dramatically less than that found in other insects (48). These
aforementioned sensory genes and their resultant proteins are
presumably not necessary for host location and selection. Fur-
thermore, lice do not need to avoid the many bitter xenobiotic
toxins to which most insect Grs seem to be tuned (46).
Insulin/Target of Rapamycin (TOR) pathway genes. The insulin/TOR
signal transduction pathway plays a central role in multiple and
critical biological processes, including organismal growth, anabolic
metabolism, cell survival, fertility, and lifespan determination
(49, 50). This pathway has been well-characterized in multiple
organisms, including D. melanogaster (51). Both the structure of
the pathway and the molecular function of its components are
well-conserved acrossmetazoans. The body louse genome encodes
a complete insulin/TOR signaling pathway. However, these genes
are reduced in number in the body louse in contrast with D.
melanogaster, where some genes havemultiple copies (Table S4D).
Remarkably, the louse has a single insulin-like peptide (ilp) gene.
Given that there is some evidence for differential expression of
ilp genes under different dietary conditions in insects (52, 53), the
presence of a single ilp gene in the body louse genomemight reflect
its restricted and homogeneous diet.
Detoxification enzymes. The louse genome encodes the smallest
number of detoxification enzymes observed in any insect,
reflecting its obligate parasite lifestyle in which it is sheltered
from xenobiotic challenges faced by free-living insects (e.g., plant

Fig. 1. The Pediculus humanus humanus (P. hum) genome reveals a basal
insect gene repertoire. The encoded P. hum proteome is compared with
sequenced representatives of the orders Diptera, Coleoptera, and Hyme-
noptera and outgroup species beyond Insecta. D. mel, Drosophila mela-
nogaster; T. cas, Tribolium castaneum; N. vit, Nasonia vitripennis; D. pul,
Daphnia pulex; H. sap, Homo sapiens. (A) The Maximum-Likelihood phylo-
genetic tree was reconstructed using the superalignment of protein
sequences of universal single-copy orthologs. The obtained tree confirms the
basal position of Hemimetabola compared with Holometabola within
Insecta. The branch lengths are proportional to the accumulated number of
substitutions, suggesting an average rate of molecular evolution in lice that
is comparable with that in Hymenoptera and Coleoptera. (B) The Venn di-
agram shows the numbers of orthologous groups of genes shared among
the four insects (a lower estimate of the ancestral number of genes). It
depicts the phylogenetic distribution of orthologs, highlighting the com-
pleteness of the gene repertoire encoded in the body louse genome. Pink,
P. hum; yellow, N. vit; green, T. cas; blue, D. mel. (C) The pie chart partitions
the largest fraction of core body louse proteins with orthologs in three
holometabolous insect orders and the outgroup species beyond Insecta with
respect to single- (1:1:1:1) and multiple- (N:N:N:N) copy orthologs. Of 5,693
groups of single- and multiple-copy orthologs common across Insecta, 94%
are shared across Bilateria as single-copy (72%) or multiple-copy (22%)
orthologs, and only 6% are insect-specific orthologous groups (4% as single
copies and 2% as multiple copies).
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secondary compounds). There are notably few cytochrome P450s
and only 12 genes within the CYP3 clade which is closely asso-
ciated with xenobiotic metabolism. In contrast, D. melanogaster
and A. mellifera have 36 and 28 CYP3 clade genes, respectively.
Among the 13 glutathione-S-transferases (GST) (Table S4E),
none belong to the Epsilon class that has been shown to con-
tribute to insect adaptation to environmental selection pressures
(54). The Epsilon class was also missing in the pea aphid ge-
nome. In contrast, the relative abundance of Delta class GSTs
(more than A. mellifera) suggests that P. h. humanus still pos-
sesses some capacity for detoxification of xenobiotics, including
insecticides (55).

Body louse coevolution and allopatric speciation. With their char-
acteristic extreme host specificity, pediculid lice provide dramatic
examples of host–parasite coevolution and allopatric speciation
(56). One consequence of this specificity is the difficulty encoun-
tered when adapting human lice to novel experimental hosts (8).
Body lice have reduced genomes and harbor specific bacterial sym-
bionts and pathogens that also exhibit genome reduction (57–64).
These combined observations support the hypothesis that P. h.
humanus has become highly specialized since its divergence from the
chimpanzee louse 5–7 million years ago. Such extreme special-
izations in the endosymbiont, associated with dramatic genome
reductions, may have resulted from a lack of gene exchange after
allopatric speciation. This association of an insect host, its symbionts,
and its bacterial pathogens coevolving and showing congruent
reductive genome evolution provides a dramatic example of the
evolutionary consequences of genome interactions and inter-
dependency over time.

Conclusions
The body louse genome provides a unique repository of data that has
considerable basic and practical significance. The availability of se-
quence data will facilitate molecular studies of a vector for diseases
that continue to afflict human populations around the world. The

louse relies onRiesia, an obligatory louse bacterial endosymbiont that
lacks antibiotic resistance genes, for survival; thus, the development of
louse-control strategies targeting this symbiont may be possible.With
respect to understanding the evolution of multigene families medi-
ating responses to environmental selective forces, the body louse ge-
nome, with its drastically reduced inventories in the context of
its exceptionally homogeneous environment, provides extraordinary
prospects for characterizing the functionalities of these rapidly
evolving proteins. Aswell, further studies focusing on the smaller rep-
ertoire of detoxification genes and olfactory receptors in the body
lousemay guide the development of pediculicides and repellents with
negligible impacts on human hosts. Moreover, the remarkable com-
pleteness of this genome, despite its small size, will serve as a key evo-
lutionary reference point for studies of all sequenced insect species in
characterizing the fundamental prerequisites for insect growth and
development. Finally, the body louse genome will provide an oppor-
tunity for the scientific community to gain greater insights into host–
parasite–symbiont tripartite coevolution and speciation.

Materials and Methods
Lice were obtained from an inbred colony derived from the Culpepper strain (65)
that has been maintained on rabbits since 1999 at the University of Massachu-
setts, Amherst, MA. Total DNA was extracted from ∼100 first instar nymphs
before their first blood meal and was used to construct libraries in the plasmid,
pHOS2 (3- to 4-kb and 10- to 12-kb inserts), or the fosmid, pCCFOS1 (35- to 40-kb
inserts). End sequencing of clones from each library was conducted using
a standard capillary platform (ABI 3730), and it yielded 1.30 million good traces
(96% paired) with a mean clear read length of 656 bases. All traces were de-
posited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) trace ar-
chive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/trace.cgi?). The reads were assembled
with Celera Assembler (http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.net) (66–68) and de-
posited with NCBI (accession no. AAZO00000000). The details of the assembly
and annotation are given in SI Text. Additional analyses of other aspects of the
body louse genome are given in the SI Text.
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Genome Sequencing, Assembly, and Annotation.Despite a history of
inbreeding, the sequenced genomes displayed a relatively high
level of polymorphism, and it was necessary to use assembly
parameters that were less stringent than described previously (1–
3). Overlaps were computed at up to 12% error using 14-mer
seeds, ignoring mers present >500 times in the trimmed frag-
ments. Unitigs were computed using overlaps with a maximum of
10% error after correcting for sequencing errors. The genome
size used when computing the A-statistic was set to 80 Mb, which
biased the algorithm to labeling borderline-deep unitigs as
unique instead of repetitive (1). This assembly has been de-
posited with the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI; accession no. AAZO00000000).
Two large scaffolds (>100 kb), each resembling fragments of

a bacterial genome, were used to seed the retrieval of all frag-
ments of the endosymbiont genome. Component reads and their
mates were searched iteratively against the complete dataset, and
then, a final tally of 44,192 reads was assembled independently
into a single contig that represents the entire endosymbiont
chromosome. The sequences of this chromosome and an associ-
ated plasmid have been deposited with NCBI (accession nos.
CP001085 and CP001086).
The Pediculus humanus humanus genome assembly was anno-

tated with gene models derived from the VectorBase and JCVI
annotation pipelines (4). The initial automated analyses identified
5,797 (VectorBase) and 11,143 (JCVI) gene models. These were
merged to yield 10,773 models that were annotated manually
by experienced curators (NCBI accession nos. EEB09810–
EEB20584). Where genes from disparate sets were mapped to the
samegenomic locus, thegenewith thegreatest homology to another
insect protein or the longest encoded protein sequence was chosen.
Manual annotationwas applied only to remedy obvious errors, such
as split or merged gene structures or genes targeted based on pu-
tative function. The endosymbiont genomewas annotated using the
JCVI prokaryotic annotation pipeline (http://www.jcvi.org/cms/re-
search/projects/annotation-service/) with manual annotation using
the Manatee tool (http://manatee.sourceforge.net/).
To detect GC composition, we partitioned the genomic

sequences into segments by the binary recursive segmentation
procedure, DJS, proposed by Bernaola-Galván et al. (5). In this
procedure, the chromosomes are recursively segmented by
maximizing the difference in GC content between adjacent sub-
sequences. The process of segmentation was terminated when the
difference in GC content between two neighboring segments was
no longer statistically significant (6).

Superscaffolding. We attempted to extend the automated super-
scaffolding of the 10 largest superscaffolds or groups by manual
methods that used all available additional bioinformatic evidence.
We were able to make additional links from both ends of most
superscaffolds or groups, primarily by using 4-kb mate pairs as
custom short contigs that served as stepping stones into the next
available large scaffold or group; additionally, we used 10-kb
mate pairs and one gene model (40-kb fosmid mate pairs seem to
have been exhausted for this purpose).

Telomeres. We searched the trace-archive reads with 1,000 bases of
TTAGG repeats, which are the canonical telomeric repeats for
insects (7, 8). Thefirst 250matches among the 9,897∼40-kb fosmid
end reads were plus/minus, indicating that the sequence repre-
sented the ends of telomeres. The internalmate pairs of the 70 top-

matching reads were almost all repetitive sequences, including
some with TTAGG repeats interrupted by non-LTR retro-
transposons of the sequence associated repeat telomeric (SART)
family, which are also inserted into the telomeres of Tribolium
castaneum and Bombyx mori (9). These insertions almost always
occurbetween theTTAandGGofa telomeric repeatwith thepoly-
A tail oriented to the telomere.

Subtelomeric Structure.A general schematic that is a composite of
the structure derived from comparison with the assembled regions
of nine telomeres is listed below. The order of telomere compo-
nents was unique sequence, louse subtelomeric repeat (LSTR1)
repeats, short A-rich repeats, LSTR2 repeats, pseudogenes,
LSTR1 repeats, unique sequence, SART/TTAGG repeats. This
was best exemplified by the 16-kb region at the 3′ end of super-
contig 1103172107644, which is telomere 4 below. In the available
assembled telomeres, the 5′ end of the subtelomeric region ad-
jacent to unique flanking DNA consists of 5–16 satellite-like re-
peats of 141 bp (although many have internal regions of these
repeats missing so that the repeat length itself is highly variable)
called LSTR1 (representative LSTR1: TTTTTTTTTCTTCG-
TGTTCGTTCCCTCGGTGCAATTGTGCCTCTGTTGCAC-
TGATCGAATCTCGACGCACGTTCAGTTTTTACCGTACGC-
TCTCGGTCTCGGTCTAGCTCTCGCGCTCGCTCACGCGCT-
CGATCCCCGGAC). This is followed by 1–2 kb of short A-rich
repeats, such as TCCAAAATCAAAATCGAAATCAAAATCG-
AAATCGAAATTTAAAA. The next 0.5–1 kb consists of runs of
thymines (e.g., TTTGGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTGGATTGGTTTTTT-
TTTT). This is followed by 4–10 copies of 123-bp LSTR2 (repre-
sentative LSTR2: CGCGCCCTCCCCCACCCCCACCCGAAA-
CCGCGAGATCGCGGCTCCCGTCGCGGGGTCCGCGTCCG-
ACTTCGGAGAGTCCGGGACCGCGGTCGAAATCCCGA-
AAAAAAAAAAAAAATTTTTTTT). The next ∼8-kb region
consists of a unique but shared sequence on each of 4–7 available
telomeres and includes several different short pseudogenic re-
gions with best matches in GenBank to genes from monkeys,
plants, sea anemone, and fungi. This is followed by a few more
LSTR1 repeats. Unfortunately, the highly repetitive nature of
these regions has prevented us from manually assembling the
connection from this to the SART/TTAGG repeats that must be
telomeric of these assembled subtelomeric regions.
The nine assembled telomeric regions are shown below (there

are many other small contigs with matches to these that might
represent the remaining unassembled telomeres):

Telomere 1: 2 kb at the 3′ end of 57-kb contig 1103172085190
(AAZO01005576.1) that is the 3′ end of 190-kb supercontig
1103172108237 (a singleton Group104). It contains seven
LSTR repeats and the short A-rich repeats.

Telomere 2: 10 kb at the 3′ end of 35-kb contig 1103172096746
(AAZO01004088.1) that is the 3′ end of 772-kb supercontig
1103172107761 (Group 19.06). It is the 3′ end of 2.3-Mbp
group 19. It contains thymine runs, eight LSTR2 repeats,
and the pseudogene region (LSTR repeats and short A-rich
repeats are replaced by yet another repeat between flanking
unique DNA and the subtelomere).

Telomere 3: 7 kb in reverse orientation at the 5′ end of 73-kb
contig 1103172096872 (AAZO01004393.1) that is the 5′ end
of 203-kb supercontig 1103172107841 (a singleton Group101).
It contains eight LSTR1 repeats, short A-rich repeats, thymine
runs, six LSTR2 repeats, and 3 kb of the pseudogenic region.
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Telomere 4: 16 kb at the 3′ end of 12-kb contig 1103172096328
(AAZO01003110.1) and all of 7-kb contig 1103172094794 (AA-
ZO01003111.1), which is the 3′ end of 409-kb supercontig
1103172107644 (Group18.02); it is the 3′ end of the largestman-
ual supergroup that is 9 Mbp, the expected length of a chromo-
some. It contains 16 LSTR1 repeats, short A-rich repeats,
thymine runs, 8 LSTR2 repeats, the pseudogenic region, 3 more
LSTR1 repeats, and then, 2 kb shared only with short contigs.

Telomere 5: 2 kb at the 3′ end of 28-kb contig 1103172086120
(AAZO01007175.1) that is the 3′ end of 130-kb supercontig
1103172108311 (a singleton Group114). It contains 10 LSTR1
repeats and a few short A-rich repeats.

Telomere 6: 2 kb at the 3′ end of 10-kb contig 1103172095607
(AAZO01001589.1) that is the 3′ end of 393-kb supercontig
1103172107481 (Group10.09); it is the 3′ end of a 4.2-Mbpman-
ual supergroup. It contains seven LSTR1 repeats and short A-
rich repeats.

Telomere 7: 7 kb in reverse orientationof 7-kb contig 1103172096930
(AAZO01004592.1) that is the 5′ end of 153-kb supercontig
1103172107879 (Group71.01); it is the 3′ end of a 4.4-Mbpmanual
supergroup. It contains eight LSTR1 repeats, shortA-rich repeats,
thymine runs, four LSTR2 repeats, and 3 kb of the pseudogenic
region.

Telomere 8: 13 kb at the 3′ end of 48-kb contig 1103172095993 (AA-
ZO01002377.1) that is the 3′ end of 264-kb supercontig 110317210-
7555 (singleton Group83). It contains six LSTR1 repeats, short A-
rich repeats, thymine runs, nine LSTR2 repeats, the pseudogenic
region, and ends with two more LSTR1 repeats.

Telomere 9: 1 kb in reverse orientation at the 5′ end of 10-kb
contig 1103172094700 (AAZO01003607.1) that is the 5′ end
of 56-kb supercontig 1103172107714; it is not in a group. It
contains only seven LSTR1 repeats.

Hawkeye Analysis. The genome was assembled by numerous trace
reads. However, some important information about the trace
reads is often masked in the final analysis. Thus, the compression–
expansion (CE) statistic (10, 11) is one way to bridge the gap
between the complexity of all of the trace reads from the genome
and the linear consensus sequence that is the result of the as-
sembly process. An evaluation of the CE statistic as a predictive
measure of misassemblies can be found in Choi et al. (12). The
CE statistic compares the implied distance between mate pairs in
the assembly with their expected distance based on the clone
library size. The CE statistic is defined as the number of SEMs by
which a group of insert lengths differs from the expected library
mean, and it was calculated by the AMOS software package
version 2.0.0 (http://amos.sourceforge.net). We used tools from
the AMOS software package (10) to calculate the CE statistic
across the genome.
To perform the hawkeye analysis, we used the following ap-

proach. If the average inferred length in a region differed from the
expected length, that region was deemed suspect using the CE
statistic (11). After considering each base position in the assem-
bly, AMOS reported features, or contiguous regions, where the
CE statistic indicated that the average insert length in that region
was more than three SEs away from the mean. These features
represent expansion or compression, depending on if the CE
statistic is positive or negative, respectively. Because features are
associated with a specific library, a script in the AMOS package,
suspfeat2region, was used to combine all features into non-
redundant regions of at least 1,000 bp. The detected features and
regions will be made available on VectorBase.
We found 5,987 different features, of which 3,810 were ex-

pansion features and 2,177 were compression features. Overall,

360 different scaffolds contained one or more features, and
7,770,651 base positions were affected (about 7% of the as-
sembly). By combining overlapping features, we found 4,688
unique regions with a mean of 1.277 features per region. Most of
the regions are fairly short with an average length of 2,739 bp. The
largest region was 52,099 bp and was located on scaffold
1103172107574. The mean GC content of suspicious regions was
28%, and the mean repeat content was 27%.
The results can be made available in one or more tracks in

a genome browser. The CE statistic can be displayed for each base
position in the genome, and the features and/or regions can be
displayed as intervals. Researchers looking at specific regions of
the genome can use these tracks to get some evidence of possible
misassemblies in regions of interest. These regions should be used
as one piece of evidence and not as absolute predictions.

Transposable Element (TE). We performed two different analyses to
identify TEs. In thefirst analysis, we compared all of the nucleotide
sequences of the nonannotated elements with a database of rep-
resentative sequences extracted from TEfam (http://tefam.bio-
chem.vt.edu/tefam) and the elements previously identified in the
genome of P. h. humanus by the TE annotation group. These
comparisons were made using blastn. In a second analysis, we
translated all of the nucleotide sequences of the nonannotated
elements using BioEdit, and all of the putative ORFs were com-
pared with a database of representative sequences extracted from
TEfam and the elements previously identified in the genome of P.
h. humanus by the TE annotation group. These comparisons were
made using tblastn. These two sets of results showed that the
previous set of nonannotated elements correspond mainly to de-
generated copies of the previously identified elements (those in
the genome paper). The virtual absence of similarity of a subset of
short sequences (those shorter than 1,000 bp) with the database of
TEs generated led us to hypothesize that most of the shorted
nonannotated sequences correspond to remnants of highly de-
generated copies of antique TEs.
Representative amino acid sequences were extracted from

Repbase (http://www.girinst.org), TEfam (http://tefam.biochem.
vt.edu/tefam), and GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Pu-
tative TEswere identified from theP. h. humanus genomeusing an
iterative method specific to each class of TEs as outlined below.
The TE count in Table 1 represents the number of all blastn hits to
the genome with an e value less than 1E-20; this technique was
used to report the copy number for all types of TEs. Summary data
for TEs in P. h. humanus are listed in Table S1B.

Class I/Non-LTR Transposable Elements. Several representative re-
verse-transcriptase amino acid sequences for each non-LTR clade
were used as queries for local tblastx searches against the genome.
Perl scripts were used to extract the best hits (nucleotide) according
to e value (≤1E-20) and length (≥1,000 bp). Flanks were added to
each side of these extracted sequences, and then, they were used
as seeds for local blastn searches against the genome. The best
hits (e value ≤ 1E-20 and length ≥ 1,000 bp) were extracted from
the resulting file and aligned using DNASTAR SeqMan II). Two
major contigs (along with several minor ones) were obtained and
manually examined. The consensus sequences from these contigs
were used as seeds to do a final blastn against the genome to
estimate the copy number of each element. In addition, the re-
constructed elements were used in tblastx searches against the
protein database on NCBI (all nonredundant GenBank coding
sequence (CDS) translations + RefSeq Proteins + Protein Data
Bank + SwissProt + Protein Information Resource + Protein
Research Foundation) to identify and compare them with known
functional domains of annotated elements.

Class I/LTR Transposable Elements. Several representative reverse-
transcriptase amino acid sequences for each of the Ty3/gypsy,
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Pao/Bel, and Ty1/Copia families were used as queries for local
tblastn searches against the genome. Results within 100 bp of one
another were combined, and the resulting sequences of length
longer than 500 bp were extracted with flanking regions of 3,500
bp. These sequences were used as seeds for blastn and tblastx
searches. Results from these searches were used to perform
phylogenetic analysis; RNaseH and integrase domains were
added to each element, and then, ClustalW was used to perform
profile alignments with the alignments as base (13).

Class I/Miniature Inverted-Repeat Transposable Element (MITE)
Transposable Elements. A Perl script was used to identify poten-
tial MITEs from the genome. This script identified inverted
terminal repeats (ITRs) that were at least 11 bp long, not mis-
matched, no less than 90 bp, and no more than 650 bp apart.
ITRs that appeared more than 10 times in the genome were
identified, and sequences, including the corresponding ITR,
were extracted from the putative MITE ITR. These sequences
were then aligned in DNASTAR SeqMan II.

Class II Transposable Elements. Transposase sequences typical to
each family were used to perform local tblastx (or tblastn)
searches against the genome. A script combined hits within 50 bp
of one another, identified results that were of appropriate length
(typically two thirds of the transposase length), and then extracted
the DNA sequences from the genome with flanking regions ap-
propriate to the length of each element. These data were used for
a blastn search to extract the best hits from the results, and
DNASTAR SeqMan II was used to align these sequences.

Tandem Repeats. We estimated the content of tandem repeating
sequences in both body louse and fruit fly genomes using Tandem
Repeats Finder (version 4.04) software (14) with the following
parameters: 2 7 7 80 10 50 2000 and the cutoffs as given in Merkel
and Gemmell (15).

G Protein-Coupled Receptors. Putative P. h. humanus G protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs) were identified by tblastn searches of
the louse genome assembly at VectorBase (http://www.vectorbase.
org/index.php). The primary source of query sequences included
GPCRs from the mosquitoes Anopheles gambiae (16) and Aedes
aegypti (4) as well as Drosophila melanogaster (FlyBase; http://fly-
base.org/), whereas additional invertebrate and vertebrate GPCR
sequences were used when appropriate. Manual annotation was
performed using Artemis software (Release 7; The Sanger In-
stitute). Alignments of conceptual GPCR amino acid sequences
were conducted with ClustalW or MultAlin software (http://bio-
info.genotoul.fr/multalin/multalin.html). Manual annotations were
compared with automated gene models (PhumU1.1 gene build)
available at VectorBase and also were used to search the P. h. hu-
manus genome iteratively for additional GPCR sequences. GPCRs
were tentatively categorized according to class and family based on
sequence similarity to invertebrate and mammalian GPCRs and
named according to nomenclature guidelines developed for in-
vertebrate vectors as detailed at VectorBase. Short peptides pre-
sumably representing partial gene models were identified. They
may represent gene predictions in regions where errors occurred
during the P. h. humanus genome assembly, but it was not possible
to produce full-length annotations. The P. h. humanus nonsensory
and opsin GPCRs described in this publication will be made avail-
able as third-party annotations through VectorBase.

Odorant-Binding Proteins and Chemosensory Proteins. The identifi-
cation of the odorant-binding protein (OBP) and chemosensory
protein (CSP) genes was performed as in Vieira et al. (17). Briefly,
we searched the predicted proteome using blastp and Hidden
Markov Model software package (HMMER), and this was fol-
lowed by a search of the genomic sequence using tblastn. All

known OBPs and CSPs were used as query in both blast searches
and the PFAMprofiles for OBP (PF01395) and CSP (PF03392) in
HMMER searches. All results were manually curated, and the
putative gene structure was checked for known OBP/CSP char-
acteristics (signal peptide, typical secondary structure, presence of
start and stop codons, etc.).

P450,GST,andESTgenes.Thepeptidesequencesofwell-characterized
representative genes from D. melanogaster, An. gambiae, A. melli-
fera, and T. castaneum were used as queries to search the louse
genome database at VectorBase (http://phumanus.vectorbase.org/)
by blastp.Groupsof a target gene family exhibiting highly significant
matches (mostly >40%) were retrieved, and then, using the P. h.
humanus sequences as queries in turn, the PhumU1.1 peptide da-
tabase blastp search was repeated until no new target genes were
found. After putative target gene sets were identified from the hu-
man body louse genome, they were subsequently used as queries for
the NCBI blastp search to verify their identity and phylogenetic
relationships with other known genes.

Insulin/Target of Rapamycin (TOR) Pathway Genes. To analyze the
body louse insulin/TOR pathway genes, the orthologs of the
D. melanogaster insulin/TOR genes in the P. h. humanus genome
were identified using a best reciprocal blast approach (18). Each
candidate gene was evaluated manually. Gene structure was de-
termined using information from multiple sequence alignment of
known insect insulin/TOR pathway genes and, when available, the
Pediculus predicted transcripts and EST information. For identi-
fication of the insulin-like peptide genes, weused the characteristic
amino acid pattern (a number of cysteines spaced by a specific
number of residues) (19, 20) observed in vertebrates and most
invertebrate species.
Interestingly, the body louse has orthologs for all D. mela-

nogaster insulin/TOR pathway genes (Dataset S2D), and there-
fore, the body louse genome would encode a complete and
functional insulin/TOR pathway. However, the number of genes
was lower in the body louse than in D. melanogaster. Indeed, in
D. melanogaster, 14 insulin/TOR pathway genes are single copy,
whereas the rest belong to two paralogous groups: seven genes
encode the Drosophila insulin-like peptides (dilp1–7), and an-
other seven genes encode the elongation initiation factor 4E
(eIF-4E, eIF4E3–7, and 4EHP). In contrast, the P. h. humanus
genome contains a single insulin-like peptide and three eIF4E-
encoding genes. All three eIF4E gene classes described in Joshi
et al. (21) were represented in the P. h. humanus genome,
whereas class III is missing in Diptera.

Nonreduced Gene Families. Nuclear receptor superfamily genes. Mem-
bers of the nuclear receptor (NRs) super family share a charac-
teristic modular structure with the DNA-binding and ligand-
binding domains being the most widely conserved among different
NRs (Dataset S2 G and H). Most of the NRs act as ligand-acti-
vated transcription factors (22), mediating between signaling
molecules like hormones and transcription factors that regulate
spatial and temporal expression of genes involved in various de-
velopmental processes (23–25). Using the amino acid sequences
of C4-Zn finger domain and ligand-binding domain in the blast
search tool, we have identified 22 putative NRs (of which 20 are
orthologous to the NRs in D. melanogaster) and 1 NR gene
(PHUM8965) with incomplete sequence in the body louse ge-
nome (Dataset S2G andH). Of 21 NRs in D. melanogaster, only 1
gene HR83 (NR2E5, FBgn0037436) was not found in the body
louse genome.
Channel and receptor super-family genes. The following P. h. humanus
neuronal component geneswere found tobehighly conservedamong
insects: (i) voltage-dependent sodium-channel α-subunits (VDSC),
(ii) sodium-channel auxiliary subunits, and (iii) nicotinic acetylcho-
line-receptor subunits (nAChR).Using amino acid comparisons, two
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VDSC genes orthologous to para and NCP60E (CG9071) sodium
channels from D. melanogaster were identified in the P. h. humanus
genome. These findings are identical to those in other known insect
genomes, including An. gambiae, A. mellifera, and T. castaneum, in
which single orthologs for each VDSC are present. There are five
homologs to theDrosophila tipE,knownas the insect sodium-channel
auxiliary subunit gene, inP. h. humanus. Each gene of the tipE family
was represented by a single orthologous gene and showed a high
degree of conservation with other insects. Nine genes homologous to
nAChRs in other insects were found in P. h. humanus. The putative
nAChR genes were categorized into eight groups (a single gene in
each group of Dα1, Dα2, Dα3, Dα4, Dβ1, Dβ2, and more distantly
related Dβ3 versus two genes in Dα5–7) (26). Other insects, such as
D.melanogaster,An. gambiae, andA.mellifera, have10nAChRgenes,
and theirdistribution is very similar to that ofP.h. humanus (26).This
similarity in the number and composition of nAChR genes suggests
that they are highly conserved across insect taxa, even with re-
markably different life history and ecology; this reflects their evolu-
tionarily retained function.
Neurohormones and neuropeptides. Apart from insulin, insects use
a number of neurohormones and neuropeptides that act through
GPCRs to regulate a variety physiological processes. A large
number of these neuropeptides have been identified, and in many
cases,theirreceptorsarealsoknownfromatleastoneinsectspecies,
usually D. melanogaster [review by Hauser et al. (27)]. Although
most of insect neuropeptide genes are present in the louse genome
(Dataset S2G andH), genes encoding proctolin, vasopressin, and
allatotropin were missing. These peptides are probably genuinely
absent from the genome, because the homologs for their receptors
have not been recovered. Both vasopressin and allatotropin are
also lacking from D. melanogaster (28), whereas proctolin and
vasopressin are missing from the B. mori genome (29). Thus, the

louse genome seems to be relatively complete in regards to the
neuropeptide genes, except for these proteins.
Genes associated with wing development. The absence of wings in all
extant Phthiraptera (true lice) represents a drastic morphological
adaptation to their parasitic lifestyle. The origin of this evolu-
tionary adaptation is quite old, because fossil records and phy-
logenetic analyses suggest that the Phthirapteran lineage (and the
winglessness) probably appeared in the early Cretaceous to late
Jurassic (140–150 mya) period (30). Hence, true lice can serve as
an excellent system to study the molecular evolution of genes
that were responsible for ancestral wing development. One
possibility is that the actual loss of these genes in lice led to the
subsequent loss of wings. Alternatively, winglessness may have
evolved through the modification of the expression pattern of
wing genes. Decades of studies in developmental biology suggest
that the latter scenario is more likely, because many (if not all)
developmental genes have pleiotropic functions and their loss
would be detrimental. However, the former scenario might also
be possible and is suggested by the loss of a Hox gene in crus-
taceans with truncated abdomens (31). To begin to understand
the molecular basis behind the evolution of winglessness in lice,
we have surveyed wing genes in the louse genome. Of more than
30 genes known to be important for wing development in D.
melanogaster, we could not detect any gene loss in this category.
Even crossveinless 2 (cv-2), a gene that has rather minor phe-
notypic effects in D. melanogaster, had a highly conserved louse
ortholog. This result indicates that these Pediculus orthologs
have important functions other than wing development. Thus,
the evolution of winglessness in lice has been likely achieved
through loss of wing-specific gene expression, possibly by modi-
fication of wing-specific cis-regulatory elements. Detailed ex-
pression analysis for these genes in lice may help us to
understand the molecular basis of winglessness in Phthiraptera.
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Fig. S1. (Continued)
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Fig. S1. (A) Orthologous protein-length analysis. Orthologous protein-length agreement between Drosophila melanogaster proteins with single-copy or-
thologs in four other insect species: Anopheles gambiae (red), Tribolium castaneum (green), Apis mellifera (blue), and Pediculus humanus humanus (purple).
The amino acid lengths of 3,753 strict single-copy orthologs (one member in each of the five species) sourced from OrthoDB were compared using the well-
annotated Drosophila proteins as the baseline. The scatter plots in Insets show the Drosophila protein length (x) against the orthologous protein length (y) for
each species: axes are from 0 to 2,500 amino acids, the dashed lines show perfect agreement (x = y; 45°), and the solid lines show a robust linear regression. The
concordance of x and y is given with 95% confidence limits (CL), and perfect concordance (1.0) would require all points to fall on the 45° line. To examine the
distributions of evident deviations from perfect agreement, the density of data points falling at each degree below and above 45° is plotted (solid colored
curves). These density distributions are compared with normal fittings of the data (dashed colored curves) with means fixed at 45° (dashed black vertical lines).
The areas representing the positive differences between the observed data and the normal fitted data below and above 1 SD from the mean of the normal
fitted data (σ, dashed gray vertical lines) are filled with the respective colors for each species. The values of these proportions of significantly shorter proteins
(<σ) and significantly longer proteins (>σ) are enumerated for quantitative comparisons. P. h. humanus, despite being the most distantly related to Drosophila
of the considered species, exhibits the same level of concordance (0.91) as the much more closely related A. gambiae and better concordance than both T.
castaneum (0.88) and A. mellifera (0.89). This is reflected in the proportions of significantly shorter or longer proteins in each of the species comparisons, and
this supports the conclusion that, despite the large evolutionary distances from other insects, the P. h. humanus protein-coding gene set is remarkably accurate.
(B) A model of nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) between mitochondrial minichromosomes that generated chimeric mitochondrial chromosomes in P. h.
humanus. Coding regions of minichromosomes are in yellow and green, and noncoding regions are in blue. Black arrows in coding regions indicate the
orientation of gene transcription. Broken lines indicate sites of double-strand breakages where the two minichromosomes that recombine share homologous
sequences. Of 37,144 sequence reads that contained mitochondrial genes, a small number (1.5%) aligned only partially with the 18 abundant minicircular
chromosomes. Almost all (98%) of these 529 reads could be assembled into two chromosomes, each a chimeric derivative of two known chromosomes that
seem to have recombined by NHEJ through a common microhomologous sequence of 12 bp (Top) or 19 bp (Middle). The protein-coding genes of the chimeric
chromosomes have only fragments of the full-length cox2, cox3, nad1, and atp6 genes. However, the two tRNA genes, trnA and trnY, were the same length as
their counterparts in the known minichromosomes and therefore, potentially functional. Interestingly, the genic regions of all mitochondrial chromosomes
have a common upstream motif (CAAAYCTCAACTCGTTTCAT), and all except one have the same orientation relative to the conserved noncoding region (23).
The exceptional chromosome (encoding nad1) shares a 56-bp segment with rrnL that may have arisen from a similar NHEJ event between the ancestral nad1
and rrnL minichromsomes (Bottom).
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Fig. S2. Comparison of GC-content domains in the insects Pediculus humanus humanus, Apis mellifera, Tribolium castaneum, Anopheles gambiae, and Dro-
sophilamelanogaster. (A) GC-content domain lengths versusGCpercentage.Hatched line at 20%shown for comparison. (B) P. h. humanusgenes showavery slight
tendency to occur in AT-rich regions of the genome. Cumulative distributions show the fraction of genes (thick lines) or the entire genome (thin lines) occurring in
GC-content domains (<x GC%).
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Fig. S3. A genome-wide comparison of Candidatus Riesia pediculicola with the primary endosymbionts, Wigglesworthia glossinida (tsetse flies), Blochmannia
floridanus (not shown), B. pennsylvanicus (carpenter ants), the automonous Buchnera aphidicola (aphids) strains APS and BBp, Sg (not shown), Baumannia
cicadellinicola (leafhoppers and sharpshooters), and the pathogens, Photorhabdus luminescens subsp. laumondii TTO and Yersinia pestis str. CO92, revealed
a core of 237 genes in all aforementioned bacteria with only 27 genes unique to Riesia (Table S2B) and 30 genes present in all bacteria except Riesia
(Table S2A). In this comparison, Riesia shares the most orthologs with P. luminescens.
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Fig. S4. (Continued)
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Fig. S4. (Continued)
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Fig. S4. Multiple alignment of microRNA genes well-represented in insect genomes and found in at least a few more basal lineages (e.g., crustaceans; shown
in bold) that we failed to identify in both the Pediculus humanus humanus genome and raw sequencing reads; this suggests an evolutionary loss of these
genes: (A) miR-29, (B) miR-33, (C) miR-283, and (D) miR-315. (E) Orthologous group expansions. The P. h. humanus (Phum) proteome was compared with the
insects D. melanogaster (Dmel), T. castaneum (Tcas), and Nasonia vitripennis (Nvit) and the outgroup species Daphnia pulex (Dpul) and Homo sapiens (Hsap) to
delineate groups of orthologous protein-coding genes (Fig. 1). Examining 633 expanded groups with members in all four insects reveals a lower number of
expansions and significantly smaller proportions of Phum proteins in these expanded orthologous groups. The examined groups were required to have at least
one member from each of the four insect species and a minimum of six proteins in total. These expanded groups, therefore, exhibit a minimum of a duplication
in two species or a triplication in one species. Less than one-half of the groups show an expansion in Phum (47% > 1 member), whereas the other species
exhibit more expansions (Nvit, 59%; Tcas, 70%; Dmel, 64%). Phum also shows lower mean and median values for the proportions of orthologous group
members as shown in the figure box plots, and paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests show these differences to be statistically significant. (F) Gene-rich portions of
the P. humanus (louse) and D. melanogaster (fly) genomes. General feature format (GFF) files for louse (VectorBase PhumU1.2) and fly (FlyBase Dmel5.23) gene
sets were interrogated to calculate gene spans and intergenic distances defined by protein-coding gene start and stop codons. The transcript with the longest
CDS was used for genes with alternative transcripts. Merging of overlapping or intronic genes ensured that each genomic region was only counted one time in
the sum of genomic spans. The numbers of genes and their total genomic spans (gene plus intergenic) were summed for intergenic thresholds in 200-bp steps
up to 20 kb.
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